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RESUME

This is a report on the work done at the International
Institute for Applied Systems Analysis in 1976 to 1977 under a
grant from Volkswagenwerk Foundation, whose objective was to
explore the potential and the mechanisms of logistic analysis
to describe the structure and the evolution of energy systems.

Volume One contains the phenomenological part. About
300 cases were examined, some of which are reported in detail.

The quality of the logistic description is generally ex
cellent, even for cases extending 150 years into the past and
with all the perturbations such a long time span entails, and
consequently we thought it appropriate to extend the description
into the future and use it for prediction.

This was not really the objective of the grant but it
naturally arises from the work and provides food for thought.
Projections in the current literature appear to be in fact
strongly inconsistent with the past, which cast doubts on their
realizability, and are even internally inconsistent, which re
inforces these doubts.

The fact that numerous "free" choices at the social level
lead to very regular overall patterns should perhaps temper the
feeling of being caught in a deterministic clockwork.

In Volume Two, devoted to the theoretical work, F. Fleck
deals specifically with this problem showing the final regularity
derived from a set of stochastic, i.e. "free", decisions.
V. Peterka, on the other hand, operates at a more aggregated
level, where one can start to speak of economic determinism. He
describes a form of fate we are more ready to accept, if only
grudgingly.

Our exploration has generated more problems than we have
solved; thus the field appears very fertile for future research.
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The Dynamics of Energy Systems and the

Logistic Substitution Model

C. Marchetti and N. Nakicenovic

1. INTRODUCTION

Four years ago the International Institute for Applied

Systems Analysis, Laxenburg, Austria, initiated a study of

energy systems using the techniques of market penetration

analysis.

The basic hypothesis--which has proved very fruitful and

powerful--is that primary energies~ secondary energies~ and

energy distribution systems are just different technologies

competing for a market and should behave accordingly.

Previous analysis of market competition had always been

performed looking at only two competitors. But it is the

peculiarity of energy systems over the last hundred years that

most of the time more than two competitors took important

shares of the market. Thus we had to modify the original rules

by introducing new constraints that permitted to deal with the

more complicated case. These constraints were defined empiri

cally based on the observation of a few cases, but proved very

successful in dealing with practically all the cases analyzed

to date. The constraints in our study basically restrict the

competition between the youngest and the oldest technology still

expanding its market.

A mathematical formulation of the substitution process is

given below and the manual for the software package is given at

the end.
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2. LOGISTIC FUNCTION AND SUBSTITUTION DYNAMICS

Substitution of a new for the old way of satisfying a given

need has been the subject of a large number of studies. One

general finding is that almost all binary substitution processes,

expressed in fractional terms, follow characteristic S-shaped

curves, which have been used for forecasting further competition

between the two alternative technologies or products, and also

the final takeover of the new competitor.

One of the most notable models of binary technological sub

stitution was formulated by Fisher and Pry (1970). This model

uses the two-parameter logistic function to describe the sub

stitution process. The basic assumption postulated by Fisher

and Pry is that once a SUbstitution of the new for the old has

progressed as far as a few percent, it will proceed to comple

tion along a logistic substitution curve:

__f_ = exp (at+8)
1-f

where t is the independent variable usually representing some

unit of time, a and 8 are constants, f is the fractional market

share of the new competitor, and 1-f that of the old one.

The coefficients a and 8 are sufficient to describe the

whole substitution process.

They cannot be directly measured; they can however be

estimated from the historical data.

Two sets of examples are shown here (Figures 1 and 2) from

Fisher and Pry's original papers, Fisher and Pry (1970), Pry

(1973). The logistic functions appear to give an excellent

description of substitution, not only for very different pro

ducts and technologies, but also for different types of econo

mies.
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Figure 1. Technological substitution in the production of steel, .
turpentine, and paints.
Source: Fisher and Pry (1970).
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Figure 2. Substitution of B.O.F. for open hearth and Bessemer
steel production.
Source: Pry (1973).
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In dealing with more than two competing technologies we

have had to introduce additional constraints into the system

since in this case logistic substitution is not preserved in all

phases of the substitution process. Every given technology

undergoes three distinct substitution phases: growth, satura

tion, and senescence. The growth phase is similar to the Fisher

Pry binary logistic substitution, but it usually terminates be

fore full substitution is reached with the saturation of the mar

ket. The saturation phase is not logistic. After the saturation

phase the market shares of the technology proceed to decline

(i.e. the technology is substituted from the market) logistical

ly. This is so because new technologies enter the market and

grow at logistic rates forcing the older technology to take what

is left, the residual. After this older technology starts de

clining at a logistic rate the next technology starts saturating.

This process is repeated until all but the newest technology are

senescending.

In practice we deal with discrete time intervals, say one

year; thus the formulation of this generalized model has an

algorithmic character which facilitates computer implementation.

3. SIMPLIFIED ANALYTICAL TREATMENT

Let us assume that there are n competing technologies

ordered chronologically in the sequence of their appearance in

the market. Over a certain historical interval we estimate the

coefficients of the logistic functions for the technologies in

the logistic substitution phases. Typical historical periods

we have investigated range from 130 to 20 years. The substitu

tion process can be simulated, however, over any desired time

interval which need not overlap the historical period. Let us

call the beginning of this interval t B and the end point tEo

After the coefficients have been estimated, either by the

ordinary least squares or by some other method, we have n equa

tions:



f i (t)

1-f.{t)
1
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= e Xp [Or. t + 8 . ], i = 1 , ••• , n
1 1

where a· and 8· are the estimated coefficients. Now we choose
1 1

the oldest technology, j, still substituting the market, i.e.

a.>O, a. 1<0, and a.+ 1>0, to enter the residual phase. The mar-
J J - J

ket shares are then defined by:

1/[1+exp{-a.t-8.)]
1 1

and

f.{t) = 1- L: 1/[1+exp{-a.t-B.)]
J i~j 1 1

Let us call this time point t., so that t ~ t .. I.e., techno-
J J

logy j is in its residual phase and all other technologies are

either growing or declining logistically. The transition from

the saturation region of the residual phase to logistic senescence

will take place when function f. (t) becomes logistic again on its
J

way down. However, since we usually deal with discrete time

intervals, this will be the case when function f. (t) approaches
J

the curvature of some logistic function.

using the transformation of the logistic function:

y. (t)
J

f , (t)

= log [1-i, (t)]
J

we can define a very sensitive measure of the curvature of

Yj (t), t>t j to decide whether the saturation phase of techno

logy j has been completed. The following criterium is used:

technology j has completed the saturation phase when the relative

rate of change of the slope of y. (t) is minimal:
1

y',' (t) /y ~ (t)
J J

----~) Min! and y~ (t)<O
JtE>t>t j
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Once this condition is satisfied let us call this time point

t. 1>t.; we determine the new coefficients for technology j:
J+ J

(l. = y~ (t·+ 1)
J J J

, and

Technology j+1 enters its residual phase, and the process is re

peated until the last technology, n, enters its residual phase,

or the end of the time period, t E , is encountered.

These expressions determine the temporal relationships

between the competing technologies. Only time t and the esti

mated coefficients (l. and B. extracted from historical data
1 1

have been treated as independent variables.

4. COMMENTS AND WARNINGS ON USING THE CHARTS FOR PREDICTION

Logistic analysis has shown an unexpected capacity in

organizing historical data, in that the information relevant

to the evolutionary behavior of energy systems is contained in

very restricted time series. This provides a very sound basis

for using it for prediction. However, a certain number of pre

cautions should be taken, or at least be kept in mind when using

the results.

First of all, a new primary energy, like any new techno

logy, is introduced first by drawing capital and resources from

the industrial and economic environment. This "investment in

faith" shows up with, usually, very fast rates of market pene

tration right at the beginning followed by a reflection period

after which speed is resumed in compliance with the market. As

a new technology, now a new industry, has to walk on its legs,

its speed of penetration is always lower. This transition point,

or kink in the curve, usually occurs when penetration has reached

2% or 3% of the market. If this kink does not show up, one is

left with the suspicion that it will occur later, so that the
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final rate of penetration has to be guessed from other indica

tors. The most useful is the time constant prevalent for other

substitutions in the same system, and this is what we often use

for our scenarios.

In the energy field, natural gas has the tendency to keep

the boosted track up to even 10% of market penetration. This

behavior merits further study as it may permit a better insight

into the introduction period of a new technology. One of the

possible explanations is that at the beginning natural gas can

fill an existing distribution infrastructure so that only trunk

transportation has to be provided during the initial phase.

Secondly, the model does not predict the introduction of a

new technology. This limits the time horizon of forecasting.

Analysis of numerous cases has shown that each system has a fair

ly stable time constant. For example, the time constant (time

to go from 1% to 50% market share) for the introduction of a new

energy source in the world is 100 years. Consequently, from the

point of view of the competitors not very much is going to happen

during the first fifty years of the introduction of a new techno

logy. This offers much breathing space when we discuss about

the world, but advises prudence with a time constant of 20 or

30 years, as is for the F.R.G.

The weakest point for the predictions over the next

50 years is the role of nuclear energy, for which we have a

starting point, but still cannot determine the slope. For that

reason we intentionally took prudent values, e.g. penetration of

only 6% for the world in the year 2000, backed by a slightly

more optimistic 1a%.

In both cases it is clear that the predictions of the future

roles of the various sources of energy based on this model

contradict most of the predictions in the current literature,

which are mainly controlled by the much looser constraints of

resource availability and political opportunity.
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The causal importance of resource availability is weakened

by the fact that coal and oil successfully penetrated the energy

market when wood and also coal still had an enormous potential

as energy sources. The causal importance of the political argu

ment is weakened by smooth substitution observed over a period

of more than one century, when political moods changed quite

frequently and drastically.

Furthermore, the drastic changes in energy prices after

1973, even if of monopolistic origin, do not appear a suffi

cient cause to change the rates of substitution; similar changes

in the prices in the past did not affect them either. This has

been so at least for the medium- and long-run, presumably

because of rapid relative price readjustments between various

sources. While this is only a hypothesis, which merits a deeper

study, the very rapid price adjustments after recent oil price

increases, however, are well in tune with it.

The most important differences that mark the predictions

issuing from our model with respect to ones in the current

literature, are:

the relatively rapid phase-out of coal as a primary

energy;

a quite important role natural gas should have in the

next 50 years;

- the negligible role during that period of satellite

sources, such as geothermic, solar, fusion, on the basis

of the very long lead times intrinsic to the system.

The curious fact about the last point is that the flourish of

very expensive research on these sources implies a fairly low

discounting factor in decisions on the allocation of funds.

This appears very wise, if not self-consistent, as the lead

times of the systems are so long, and nothing could be started

properly if the high discounting rates were used.
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These, and many other predictions, like the compatibility

of resources with demand, although extremely interesting, are

not really part of our research task, which is centered in the

past and which tries to find order and make it rationally

understandable.

5. THE EXAMPLES

The scope of the experimental part is to show the breadth

and power of the method by taking as many examples as possible

from three different levels of aggregation:

- primary energy inputs for the world as a whole;

- primary energy inputs for single nations or a cluster of

nations;

- energy subsystems, such as electric utilities.

In total, we used 60 data bases to generate 300 examples

for 30 different spatial and structural subsets of the world

energy systems. The quality of fitting being consistently

high in all examples, the cases reported here have been chosen

mainly for didactic reasons.

The united States are particularly well represented, large

ly because of the quality, detail, and readability of their

statistics. We also made an effort to have a good representa

tion for the FRG. If this research sould be continued, collabo

ration with an institute for statistics would have a multi

plicative effect.

For optical reasons the substitution graphs are preferably

drawn using as the historical function log[f/1-f] versus time,

f being the market share. This makes the top and bottom part

of the graph very sensitive and this fact should be kept in

mind when drawing conclusions from visual inspection. The graphs

showing the total energy consumption are drawn on both logarith-

'c and linear axes depending on the dispersion of the data.
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LIST OF EXAMPLES

The World

The Federal Republic of Germany

France

The United Kingdom

The United States of America

OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development):

Europe

Austria

Belgium

The Netherlands

France

The United Kingdom

Italy

canada

Japan
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WORLD - PRIUARY ENERGY CONSUUPTION
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Our statistical base is reported first in various forms to
help visualizing details. When noncommercial sources are included,
the development of the world energy consumption appears fairly
regular until World War II, with a growth of 2.3% per year. After
1950 not only were the losses reabsorbed that occurred as a conse
quence of the great recession, but some overshooting did occur
with respect to the trend line. This may have been caused by an
increase in the rate of population growth after the War. The in
crease in energy costs may well temper this rate again.

Historical data on the consumption of coal, oil, natural gas,
and nuclear energy from 1960 to 1974 have been taken from Schilling
and Hildebrandt [1977] ~ the time series on fuel wood consumption
were taken from Putnam [1953]. Fuel wood consumption levels for
the years 1950 to 1974 were not available~ during this period the
commercial use of fuel wood was not very large so that any error
thus introduced is not significant. These data were also converted
to million tce.

Nuclear energy was not available directly as primary equiva
lent but in GWh electric. We have converted the nuclear energy
into million tce on the basis of an overall thermal to electric
conversion rate of 33%.
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BIll· TCE
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The energy inputs for the world according to primary energy
form are plotted linearly in cumulative and noncumulative form.
Many features related to economic or political events appear in
the figure, but no consistent patterns are visible. Initial
growth of new sources appears to be exponential: The smoothness
of the line for wood raises suspicion and points to artificial
estimation methods.
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New sources appear to grow with exponential trends. There
fore we plotted them in semi-log form. The presence of some
stright lines indicates that we are moving in the right direction,
but we still do not find consistent general trends allowing a
precise mathematical description of the evolution in the use of
the various primary energy sources.
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WORLD - PRI~ARY ENERGY SUBSTITUTION
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Here the contribution of the various primary sources are
reported as fractions of the total market. The smooth curves
are two parameter logistics assembled in a system of equations
as described in the text. The fitting appears perfect for
historical data.

The figure however contains two primary energy sources for
which a complete fitting of the parameters was not possible. For
nuclear energy the present rate of penetration is still too low
to determine the slope of the penetration.

For SOLar or FUSion, the scenario is completely hypothetical.
As rates of penetration where almost the same for coal, oil and
gas, we assumed an equal rate for nuclear and SOLFUS, in a spirit
of "business as usual".

The unexpected dominance of natural gas over the next
50 years will be discussed below.
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WORLD - PRIUARY ENERGY SUBSTITUTION
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W 0 r 1 d: Primary energy substitution; the log-logistic plot.

The same curves of the preceding figure are now plotted as
log f/(l-f) which makes logistics appear as straight lines,
greatly helping visual inspection and formal considerations.

The first fact to be observed is the extreme regularity and
slowness of the substitution. It takes about 100 years to go
from 1% to 50% of the market. We call this length of time the
time constant of the system.

The regularity refers not only to the fact that the rate of
penetration (defined as constant a in the equation and correspond
ing to the slope of the curves) remains constant over such very
long periods when so many accelerating processes seem to take
place, but also to the fact that all perturbations are reabsorbed
elastically without influencing the trend. One is led to suspect
that the system has a schedule, a will, and a clock.

It is also interesting to note that no source finally
saturates the market. The dynamics of the introduction of new
sources and the high time constant lead to maximum penetrations
of 60% to 70%. This is also true for most smaller systems as
will be shown later.

Nuclear achieved only a 1% share of primary energy in the
1970s; thus its future penetration rate cannot be distilled
from the historical data. In 1977, 88.25 GW(th) nuclear capacity
were installed, IAEA [1977]. Taking an overall utilization fac
tor of 75% the nuclear share in primary energy consumption is
about 2%.

By 1990, power plants presently under construction and
planned should be in service according to IAEA [1977]; thus the
total installed capacity should be at least 430 GW(th). With a
rough utilization facitor of 75% this corresponds to a 5% to 10%
share in 1990, depending on whether we use a 2% or 3% growth rate
of primary energy during the next 12 years. We have chosen a
more modest nuclear share to account for possible delays in the
construction of the planned power plants: Our nuclear scenario
prescribes a 6% nuclear share in year 2000.
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WORLD - SHORT DATA BASE
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Primary energy substitution; short data base.

As available statistics are sometimes unreliable, have gaps
lasting for long periods of time, refer to certain energy sources
and not to others etc., we have tried to check the stability of
the fitted functions and of the forecasts in respect to restric
tions in the information base. The results are very encouraging
showing that the relevant information can be extracted from rela
tively short data swaths.

Each curve in our system can be fitted with only two points.
Consequently, the large number of statistical data used serve
only to reduce noise. However, 20 years of data already con
stitute an excellent base. We have tried then to reconstruct
all the periods under examination, using only a time series of
20 years, between 1900 and 1920. This base has the disadvantage
that gas has reached only a 2% share and consequently its rate is
still subject to some change.

The smooth curves fitted that way still show an extra
ordinary agreement with the data outside the historical period.
Natural gas deviates somewhat and there is an error in the "pre
diction" of about 7% at the end of the period. This may seem
relatively large, but it is a prediction made 50 years ahead,
and with a depression and a war in between!

This fact is of the greatest importance since it gives a
logical support to the use of our system of equations for pro
jections into the future, or at least serves to establish the
internal consistency of the scenarios. Superposing the curves
fitted on a short data base with those fitted on the complete
data base shows the relatively small differences.
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WORLD - SHORT DATA BASE
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The superposition of the curves calculated with both the
reduced and the extended data base, permits to better appreciate
the accumulation of errors.
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WORLD - FUEL WOOD EXCLUDED
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This experiment shows how much information about the total
system can be extracted from structural subsets. From the
complete data base we had the impression that wood statistics
were too smooth to be accurate, and in a certain measure re
presented educated guesses of the statistical offices.

Consequently we suppressed them analyzing the competitive
behavior of the other primary sources left in the market. As the
figure shows the logistic description perfectly fits the subset.
In the following one the curves with and without wood are super
posed, to show that little information is lost when wood stati
stics are eliminated.
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IORLD - fUa 1000 EXCLUDED
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To better appreciate the level of the errors made by
eliminating fuel wood data, we superposed the two sets of curves.
The differences never went beyond a few percents of the market.
This proves that the key information about the dynamics of the
market is contained in and can be extracted from quite restricted
subsets of the original data base.
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WORLD - FAST AND SLOW NUCLEAR ENERGY
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Primary energy substitution; sensitivity analysis;
fast and slow nuclear penetration.

The penetration rate of nuclear energy is too uncertain if
it is determined from actual statistical data. Thus we made a
sensitivity analysis to see the consequences of this uncertainty.

A plot with a nuclear energy share of 6% in the year 2000
and one with a 10% share in the year 2000, thus almost doubling
the rate, are superposed. This graph reveals very interesting
properties of the logistic competition.

Primary fuels in their way down are insensitive to a change
in the rate of newcomers. They would also be insensitive to
the introduction of other new sources. After the great fuss
about nuclear tramping into the garden of coal, and coal being
a tool to stamp out nuclear, this appears very refreshing if un
expected.

Nuclear appears to interact strongly only with natural gas,
presumably preemptying the markets into which it could have ex
panded, and interacts only very marginally with oil, which may
induce despair in those who install nuclear power stations to
become independent of oil imports.

The problem of resources which automatically comes to mind
is not dealt with here. It appears, however, that the substi
stution mechanism itself takes care of it. Actually, leftovers
seem a stable characteristic of the operation.

Incidentally the introduction of SOLFUS in the year 2000
would influence nuclear only around 2050.
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FRG - PRIMARY ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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The evolution of energy consumption for Germany is reported
here and in the next two figures, both in cumulative form and
with the primary sources separated.

The fluctuations between the two world wars cover a perfect
stagnation. It is interesting, if perhaps accidental, that the
curve after 1950 matches exactly that before 1910 with the same
values and the same growth rate of 4.3%. The data after 1950
however refer to the FRG only.

The original data for the period 1860-1974 are taken from
Schilling and Hildebrandt [1977], and the data for 1975 and 1976
were calculated on the basis of energy flow diagrams for the FRG
given in KFA [1977] for 1975 and by Voss [1978].

Fuel wood data were taken from Putnam [1953] and were con
verted from Btu into tce. No wood data were available for the
FRG, but during the last three decades wood consumption had only
a marginal share of primary energy. Nuclear energy inputs, given
in GW(th) in IAEA [1977], were converted into tce, with a thermal
to electric conversion efficiency of 33% and utilization factors
of 75%.
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The same data of the previous page for the various primary
energy sources are reported here in linear and semilog form,
which emphasizes the startup period.
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FRB - PRIMARY ENERGY SUBSTITUTION
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F R G: Primary energy substitution; log-logistic plot.

The logistic analysis is reported here with wood and on the
next page without it. As wood statistics tend to be unreliable,
they are eliminated to avoid a source of perturbation. In both
cases the scene appears fully dominated by coal before World
War II. The nick for oil suddenly jumping to 3% in the thirties
from a stationary 1% is unexplained and could merit further ana
lysis. It may have something to do with the preparation of the
war. Between 1945 and 1972, substitution proceeded very smooth
ly and logistically, with oil becoming dominant, with fairly
short time constants of about 25 years, and gas promising the
same performance in a suspiciously short period of 15 years. The
peaking of oil consumption around 1973 in relative and absolute
terms, could have been precisely predicted with data up to 1965.
Thus it cannot be attributed to the oil crisis, but to forces
internal to the German economy. After this crisis, however,
energy consumption did not increase as before, and hydro-
carbons were most affected. The swiggle in the coal curve does
not seem to initiate a coal revival at the time.

There are, however, two uncertainties hidden in this
straightforward projection. First, by analogy with the UK,
Belgium, and up to a point France, natural gas can continue the
fast initial trend beyond the usual 2% or 3%. No kink actually
appears in its curve for the FRG. This means that the kink may
appear later, so that we actually overestimated its rate of
penetration.

The nuclear penetration rate was estimated on the basis of
historical data. However, due to its relatively low share of
primary energy (2.2% in 1976) we have checked this penetration
rate with the power plants presently under construction and those
planned in the future.

IAEA (1977) gives a total installed capacity of 21 GH(th) in
1977 for the FRG; additional 34.3 GW(th) are now under construc
tion and will be in commercial operation by 1982; and another
65.9 GW(th) are planned by 1985. Taking a rough utilization
factor of 75% over this period, we would obtain approximately
40 million tce nuclear primary energy equivalent in 1982 and
90 million tce in 1985. Our nuclear penetration rate with a
total primary energy consumption growth rate of 4.3% per year gives
a nuclear primary share of 30 million tce in 1982 and of 50 mil
lion tce in 1985. Thus, our nuclear penetration rate can be
characterized as being rather pessimistic on the basis of current
information, and presumably realistic as a lower limit on the
future role of nuclear energy in the FRG.

A SOLar or FUSion scenario has been introduced for the year
2000, with a penetration rate equal to that of nuclear energy.
This keeps the system evolutionary and gives an idea about the
effect of the next source on nuclear, whose fate will be sealed
in the next ten years.

Altogether the FRG appears to behave normally but more dyna
mically than systems of similar size and structure like France or
the UK.
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As the statistics on fuel wood are often unreliable, we have
eliminated wood, and analyzed how the other fuels share the
market between them.

Oil remains at a level of 1% for half a century and shows
again that actual logistic market penetration starts when the
market has been penetrated by a few percent.

An extraordinary feature of the predictive side of the graph
is that oil as a primary source of energy will practically dis
appear in the year 2000, a feature cornman to the UK, the Nether
lands, and Belgium. If this happens to be true, what will cars
run on by then? Perhaps on LNG, H

2
, or methanol?
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These two graphs reproduce the same substitution process
from the previous two pages on the linear-logistic plots with
and without wood.
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Coal and lignite are usually lumped together in statistics,
although like oil and gas they are technologically, logistically,
and structurally different enough to be considered separately.

As in the past lignite production was much lower than that
of coal, its trend could have been swamped into the background
noise of coal statistics.

The separation of the data did appear fruitful. Lignite
has its own precise trend and appears to overtake coal in the
late eighties. Can it be a source of fuel for cars, e.g. via
methanol?
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In the same way as we supposed that primary energies are
technologies competing for a market, we also assumed that second
ary energies behave in the same fashion.

As it could be expected, the evolution of the final energy
market shares can also be described by logistic functions,
showing a great future for district heating, unless a new system
(perhaps H2 ) is available in the next 20 years.

Historical data are from Sassin (1978).
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F R G: Electricity generation according to primary source.

The relatively short data base permits reasonable curves
to be fitted. A longer time series would not really help since
before 1950 electricity came almost exclusively from coal.

The visual impression from the garble of curves is that the
German electric industry is undergoing a very fast transformation,
with nuclear finally substituting coal in its dominant role with
a time constant of about 20 years.

If we try to make predictions, oil and gas appear to fill a
transitory gap. Hydropower is phased out of the market as a
sheer effect of the market expansion.

As nuclear is most suited to baseload, having very low margi
nal costs, a question arises about the utilization of part-time
capacity available when this baseload will be saturated, which
seems to occur in the mid-eighties. It is not improbable that
this may spur the production of synthetic fuels from nuclear
energy, and make the disappearance of oil a little more plausible.

In order to crosscheck the selfconsistency of the relatively
fast phase-out of coal and lignite in the primary inputs, and the
relatively more sluggish disappearance in the electrical industry,
we made a check with the assumption that the share of primary
energy going into electricity production in the year 2000 will be
less than 50%.

The electricity generation by primary energy source from
1950 to 1974 was taken from Atomwirtschaft [1976]. Data from
1950 to 1958 were only estimates; thus we did not use them.
The original data are given in GW(th) electricity output. For
the purpose of comparison with primary energy consumption we
have converted the data into million tce. However, this con
version is not very exact since we did not account for different
efficiencies of various fuels. Instead we have taken an overall
average efficiency for all inputs.

Data for 1975 and 1976 were taken directly from Voss [1978]
and KFA [1977] in million tce. The errors resulting from the
approximate conversion to million tce are small.
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Two sets of data were used for the generation of the sub
stitution dynamics of primary energy for France.

The first set is from Weitsch [1976] and was available as
fractional shares of coal, oil, natural gas, and nuclear energy
for the period of 1925 to 1974.

The second set comes from OEeD [1976] and is reported below.
The time series for coal, oil, natural gas, and nuclear are
reported in million tce for the period of 1960 to 1974. Oil
data contain crude oil and petro-chemical products.

The agreement of data for the overlapping period of 1960 to
1974 is very good.

The first data set is reported here in linear and semi-log
form to amplify the starting period.
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This example of the primary energy substitution indicates
that France will manage a relatively smooth transition without
the very problematic issues seen in the examples for the FRG.

Oil was introduced much earlier and will be phased out late.
This leaves more breathing space for the question of car fuels,
for instance. The dependence on oil has reached a maximum level
of about two thirds of the total energy consumption. This pre
sumably has greatly stimulated the decisions in favor of the
nuclear option, whose penetration however seems to be slightly
slower than in the FRG. Natural gas, which started its career
at approximately the same time as in the FRG, may then last a
little longer and play the same important role around the year
2000. The very fast growth up to about 7% of the market might
be interpreted as the manifestation of an intensive external
support (by the state?), a hypothesis that is to be verified.

A peculiarity of the curves is the twist corresponding to
World War II. Everything would fit again if we assume that the
French system hibernated during military occupation, and if we
"cancel" the five years for which it lasted.
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Primary energy substitution; linear-logistic plot.

France seems a much less dynamic system than the FRG. Time
constants are in fact about 50 years. As there are so many un
certainties facing the deployment of nuclear energy in the next
decade, which is so critical for defining the pace for the rest
of its penetration, we made a sensitivity study adopting two
other plausible hypotheses. As expected penetration of gas is
strongly related to that of nuclear, but even oil shows an im
portant feedback. It can be deduced that nuclear is really a
hot point in the energy policies of France.

Nuclear energy controlled more than 2% share of primary
energy in 1972 after two years of very steep growth from a 1%
share in 1970. This corresponded to 9.7 GW(th) installed capa
city reported by IAEA [1977] for 1972. According to the same
source, an additional 58.2 GW(th) installed capacity is under
construction, whose commercial operation is expected by 1981.
Together, this makes a total of 68 GW(th) installed capacity by
1981. Assuming a very high historical growth rate of energy con
sumption (1960 to 1974) of 5.6% per year and a power plant utili
zation factor of 75%, the nuclear share will be about 14% of
primary energy in 1981.

If we also include the planned power plants, we obtain a
total of 94.6 GW(th) installed capacity by 1985, which also
corresponds to a share of about 14% of primary energy. This cal
culation shows extremely rapid nuclear construction rates, and
if we assume a lower energy demand during the next decade the
nuclear share would be even higher. Assuming that historical
rates for other substitutions also apply for nuclear its pene
tration would be much slower, 8% in 1980. We used that rate in
our scenario, which therefore should be considered a very prudent
one.
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Historical data on consumption levels of coal, oil, natural
gas, and nuclear energy come from three sources. The period of
1860 to 1950 has been taken from Putnam [1953], 1950 to 1974 from
Ormerod, and 1975 and 1976 from the UK Department of Energy
[1976] and [1977]. Data from Ormerod, however, are reported as
fractional shares and therefore absolute levels are not plotted
here. According to Putnam fuel wood has never been an important
energy source in the UK except for some use of charcoal. It is
not considered in our analysis.

The primary energy substitution is marked by the dominance
of coal on the energy market during the last century. Even in
1950 it still contributed 90% of primary energy consumption.
From 1950 on, the substitution proceeded at high rates. By 1970
oil already controlled a 50% share and natural gas 10% starting
at 1% in 1968. However, natural gas penetration rate has a kink
in 1970 which we assume to be indicative of smaller substitution
rates to be observed in the future. The very high pre-1970 trend
could be explained by the already existing gas distribution net
work being serviced by city gas (i.e. mainly coal), which natural
gas simply took over and saturated by 1970 so that it did not
face usual growth limitations of the new technologies. Therefore,
we use only points after 1969 to estimate the natural gas pene
tration trend.
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This plot shows that although nuclear energy had a very
fast start in 1964, later it slowed down considerably. Today
there are 24 GW(th) installed nuclear capacity, which at the
current utilization rate is about 4% of primary energy consump
tion. Additional 9 GW(th) are under construction and expected
to be in commercial operation by 1979. Another 3.23 GW(th) are
planned by 1986. This makes a total of 36.3 GW(th) installed
capacity to be in operation by 1986.

With a utilization factor of 75% and the current growth
rate in energy consumption of 3% per year, this would give
a 7% market share by 1986. We took 6%.
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The historical data on primary energy consumption in the
USA since 1860 were taken from Schilling and Hildebrandt [1977]
for coal, oil, natural gas, and nuclear energy.

All data were reported in million tce except nuclear energy.
Nuclear consumption rates were reported in million kWh, and we
converted them to million tce.

Fuel wood time series come from the US Department of Commerce
[1975] for the period of 1860 to 1970. The wood consumption after
1970 was negligible, thus it was not necessary to add the last
few years. The actual source for the data on wood from 1860 to
1945 is Resources for the Future [1960], which in turn has used
two different sources: 1850 to 1930 Reynolds and Pierson [1942],
and 1935 to 1955 is based on USDA [1958]. Thus, the discontinu
ity in the penetration rate of fuel wood in the 1930s should be
attributed to discrepancies between the two sources.
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The logistic analysis again puts order in the mess of
statistical data. Substitution appears to move extremely
smooth until 1920, in agreement with other economic indicators.
Coal peaks around that date and oil at the beginning of the
sixties, namely 40 years later.

It must be clear that in 1900 both peaks could have been
predicted with good precision; consequently they are not linked
to forthcoming events like wars or embargos. Here, as in all
the other cases examined, embargos and large price increases
did actually produce disproportionately small dents in the curves.

The deviation in the lowest part of the wood curve is
connected to a change in the statistical sources, and most
probably due to a change in the accounting and estimating method.
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US: Primary energy substitution; log-logistic plot.

One thing left to be explained is the sudden drop in coal
production, much below the trend line, essentially during the
depression years. This drop induced a corresponding high
share of oil, but it does not affect gas. The analysis should
perhaps look deeper into the organization or reorganization of
the coal industry. The striking fact in the process, however,
is that after a while the perturbation is reabsorbed and the
secular trend taken over again in 1940, 20 years later! This
again points to system memory and clocks!

Contrary to all other predictions natural gas appears to be
the dominating energy source for the next 50 years, which leads
to the question whether the US will become a larger importer of
natural gas from Canada, Mexico and via LNG, or whether the
numerous "harder" sources, like geopressurized zones, will be
put to work.

The nuclear market share in the US was about 3% of the pri
mary energy in 1974 and about 5% in 1977. This, however, may
still not be enough to determine the long-term trend of nuclear
penetration rates. By 1990 there should be about 610 GW{th)
installed capacity. This estimate is based on the power plants
presently under construction and those planned to be in service
by 1990, IAEA [1 977] .

With the long-term energy consumption growth of 3% per year
this would imply a 15% share in 1990, assuming an overall utili
zation factor of 75%. To account for all possible delays in our
nuclear scenario, we assumed a 10% share by the year 2000.

We have also included an alternative future energy source
(SOLar-FUSion) to enter themarket in 1990 with the same pene
tration rate as nuclear. There is no base whatsoever for this
assumption, except that a new source would not reach a 1% market
share before then.

As in the world case, a change in the rate of penetration
for nuclear will not change the situation of oil, and only after
year 2000, that of natural gas.
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The evolution of mining techniques is examined here. It is
a very appro~riate field for logistic substitution analysis.

In these two figures the amount of coal extracted according
to the various techniques are reported in linear and semilog co
ordinates. As usual, no simple patterns appear.

The various methods of mining are labeled on the plots
according to the following list:

CUT/SHOT cut by hand and shot from solid
CONTINU. mined by continuous mining machines
LONGWALL mined by longwall machines
MACHINES cut by machines
AUGER mined at Auger mines
SURFACE from surface mines.
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In these two figures the logistic substitution analysis is
reported in the usual two presentations, linear and logarithmic.
Very consistent patterns are revealed showing mining technologies
competing as such in the usual way. It is also interesting that
our methodology to treat multiple competition appears to work
well even in this case where at times there are six different
technologies in the market.

The various
according to the

CUT/SHOT
CONTINU.
LONGWALL
MACHINES
AUGER
SURFACE

methods of mining are labeled on the plots
following list:

cut by hand and shot from solid
mined by continuous mining machines
mined by longwall machines
cut by machines '
mined at Auger mines
from surface mines.
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Due to the increasing dominance of strip mining, the compe
tition between strip mining and underground mining is dealt with
explicitly here. A control on the total amounts extracted shows
that the sharp kink in the logistic plot is due to a sudden drop
of deep mining production. These sudden drops are not new in a
socially turbulent structure like US mining industry, but this
time it may be due to the introduction of stringent safety rules
in the mines.

Most probably the perturbation will be reabsorbed in a .few
years. If not, deep mining would disappear in the US in 1980,
a very unlikely if not impossible occurrence. Passing the legis
lation about strip mining may bring the corrective action.
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As deep mining presents such an array of competing techno
logies, it is interesting to analyze their struggle leaving out
the surface mining techniques except Auger which could be con
sidered as both underground and surface technology. The techno
logy becoming dominant in the next twenty years will be the long
wall, winning the last battle of a lost war as underground mining
seems to be bound to disappear in about 50 years.

with ups and downs, coal production in the US did stay con
stant in the last 50 years to a level of about 0.5-10 9 tons/year.
The phase-out of coal in the US being a slow process, during the
next 20 years us mining industry should equip longwall mines with
a production slightly larger than the total production of German
coal mines now.

The various
according to the

CUT/SHOT
CONTINU.
LONGWALL
MACHINES
AUGER

methods of mining are labeled on the plots
following list:

cut by hand and shot from solid
mined by continuous mining machines
mined by longwall machines
cut by machines
mined at Auger mines
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When we view the system through dynamically competing sub
systems, we may think that different branches of the economy
compete for the same resource, a statement much more in line with
the Weltanschauung of economists and laymen. In this spirit we
made a logistic analysis of the share of natural gas consumption
between three large sectors of the economy, industry, residential,
and commercial.

It appears that the small consumers are trying to get the
larger share of natural gas which is quite rational in view of
the extreme simplicity in its use and its non-polluting character
istics. The process of competition however appears to have long
time constants, and only in the year 2050 the natural gas input
will be equally distributed between the three competitors.
Residential will decline mainly due to the inroads of electricity.
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Reversing the previous reasoning one can think that the
various forms of energy compete for a certain sector. In this
case it is the household-commercial sector.
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The electrical utility market is very important for primary
energy producers, it is large, fairly homogeneous, highly techno
logical, and rather profitable. Therefore it is a good testbed
for observing the progress of new technologies.

In these two figures we plotted the evolution during the
last 25 years of the production of electricity accoring to the
various primary fuels, both in linear and semi-log form.

The historical data on the electricity generation according
to primary energy fuels in million kWh and the data on primary
energy consumption for electricity production in billion Btu
have been all taken from the US Department of Commerce [1975],
[1976], [1977]. The two data sets show implicitly relative con
version efficiencies for electricity generation according to the
various energy inputs used.
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Electricity generated using coal, oil, or gas is shown here
in logistic representation. This is an indirect way of showing
the competition of the various primary energies.
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Here the competition is expressed more explicitly in terms
of tce of different fuels entering the electric market.

It is clear that coal has been under constant attack by oil
and gas which has progressively eroded its position. A pertur
bation appears in the period of 1955 to 1970, showing an ex
cessive consumption of gas with respect to oil if we take the
logistic functions fitted with the 1920-1950 data. This may
appear strange as during this period oil was "cheap and abundant".
But in the US, gas was still cheaper due to stringent regulation.
Oil however recovers and takes back its position in 1973 to 19741
Incidentally, no appreciable perturbation marks the period of
World War II.
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The substitution of different primary inputs to electricity
generation is discontinuous when nuclear enters the market with
a powerful drive and phases out oil and gas before the end of
the century. Coal appears perfectly unperturbed and finally
dictates the pace of introduction of nuclear from now on.

It is interesting, even if a little shocking, that this pace
had been finally determined by the penetration rates of oil and
gas in the twenties.

Many problems surface from the expected structure of the
system in the next 20 years. For example: What kind of peaking
system will be provided? Will it be through medium Btu gas from
coal and gas turbines or through storage?
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This figure reports the same results as the preceding one
but in linear terms in order to facilitate visualization.
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DECO EUROPE*- PRlWARY ENERGY CONSUWPTION
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The data come from OECD [1976]. We made a logistic analysis
for the European OECD states lumped together and for some of the
states separately. The data base is relatively short, 15 years,
but the curves appear very stable.

The lumped case is presented here. Coal and oil behave very
regularly. Natural gas has prolonged the start-up vagaries up
to 10% of the market. The fact that it shows a penetration rate
practically identical with that of oil is a sign that tends to
confirm the good quality of the projections. Nuclear has pene
trated only to 2%, consequently the projection is still somehow
uncertain. Any change in rate, however, would not change the
projection for gas becoming the next dominant primary energy
source. With 30% of the total in year 2000, nuclear appears to
saturate the electric market around that year.

SOLFUS has not been included as a scenario. It would
possibly make nuclear saturate during the first half of the next
century.

*Austria, Belgium, Luxemburg, Denmark, Finland, France, FRG,
Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, The Netherlands, Norway,
Protugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.
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DECO EUROPE - PRIMARY ENERGY SUBSTITUTION
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The logistic analysis is here presented in the log and
linear form.

Two facts emerge, one is that natural gas, with a pene
tration rate much similar to that of oil, appears the great
dominator of the year 2000. It appears to displace oil to an
impressively low level of 10% in the year 2000.

The curve for nuclear seems quite regular, although the
definition of the final substitution rate is still open due to
the low level of penetration.

With the present rate nuclear would reach a not very im
pressive share of 10% of the market in the year 2000, leaving
Europe completely dependent on hydrocarbons.
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AUSTRIA - PRIMARY ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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The primary energy consumption for Austria displays minimal
dispersion except for rapid growth in oil consumption.

Hydropower has been included in the set of primary energies
as it appears a quite important energy source for Austria.

The market appears dominated by oil, with natural gas still
low but increasing fast.
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Primary energy substitution.

The data are presented in the log and linear logistic for
mat. In the first row no new sources are introduced. This may
not have many consequences before the year 2000 because the
time constant of the country appears so large, about 100 years.

For what concerns nuclear in particular, the situation is
in fact extremely confused. One power station is most probably
going to be put into operation toward the end of 1978. No second
power station is in sight, but nuclear electricity might be im
ported from neighboring states.

The figures in the second row should then be considered as
a sensitivity analysis, indicating the effect of introducing
nuclear energy on the other primary sources. The hypothesis is
4% penetration in the year 2000, the medium-term effect (30 years
time horizon) would be reflected in a slight reduction of oil
imports. Gas consumption would be affected only after 2020.

Only an improbable, very fast nuclear penetration could
make Austria reasonably independent from oil in the next thirty
years.
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The consideration that can be made from the straight pre
sentation of the data on primary energy consumption in Belgium
is that oil is the dominant primary energy, with no limits about
its future. Coal is rapidly phasing out and gas is phasing in.
Nuclear is barely perceptible (in 1974).
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Primary energy substitution.

Logistic analysis reveals the hidden order. Although the
data cover a short period of time, the good quality of the
fitting gives weight to the following considerations.

Coal seems to disappear around the year 2000 which is more
or less in line with the ideas in the country. Oil including
the trade balance in products peaks around 1973 and seems to
phase out in 1990. This prediction, which by the way repeats
itself in similar form for the Netherlands, the FRG, and UK, is
a bit hard to swallow on technical grounds. How will cars run
in 1995? Will they use increasing amounts of methanol produced
from coal and natural gas? This would in fact preserve their
compatibility with gasoline, necessary at least for long distance
traveling. If coal is the primary source, a new curve should be
started on the argument, e.g. of underground coal gasification,
i.e. new coal.

Electric, hydrogen- or methanol-electric, and pure hydrogen
cars are in principle possible, but do not seem very probable in
this time horizon.

We could also have overestimated the rate of penetration
for gas. External interests prop up the penetration of a new
technology at very high rates, usually until it has penetrated
some percent of the market. One could make the hypothesis that
a particularly favorable environment, e.g. the pre-existence of
an efficient distribution net for gas, and the spacial concentra
tion of population, has prolonged this initial stage up to 10%.
A change in the penetration rate from that point would only dis
place the disappearance of oil by a few years.

A similar tampering with the rate of penetration of nuclear,
still fairly hypothetical bacause of many lingering doubts, shows
other possible little gains, but is not really decisive.

So the problem is substantially left open. If we believe
in the predictive capacity of our methodology, something fairly
drastic will occur in the car field during the next 20 years,
and the nucleating area will be in Belgium, the Netherlands,
or the FRG.
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Primary energy consumption in the Netherlands is here re
ported by primary source, in linear and semi-log form to stress
the starting period.

No particular tendency emerges, coal is phasing out and oil
in. Gas has made a very fast inroad after the discovery of the
Gr~ningen field. Nuclear is just emerging.
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The logistic analysis shows here a quite precise structure.
Coal is bound to disappear in 1980 and oil in 1990, opening the
question about cars discussed already in the case of Belgium.

The problem of nuclear is perfectly open and our scenario
is pure guessing. It must be clear that if nuclear electricity
is imported in spite of anti-nuclear puritanism, nuclear should
still be included in the energy budget.

Natural g~s having such a dominating role, however, the
rate of introduction of nuclear energy will have little influence
on the fate of oil. Thus the car question is left open.

Seen in the light of our analysis, the Netherlands' alter
native appears to be natural gas or nuclear, and in this light
one understands better the nuclear opposition.
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The primary energy substitution for France is repeated here
using OECD data sources. The result is substantially the same,
although different data and a shorter data base are used, which
leads to minor discrepancies in the long run.

For the nuclear scenario we took 8% in year 1980, which
comes from the fitting of the data, but with a market share still
below 2%. However nuclear energy is growing fast in France and
the situation should become clear in a few years.
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The primary energy substitution for the UK is repeated here
using GEeD data.

In spite of some discrepancy with other sources, the pre
dictions differ only in relatively small details.

Even if nuclear resumes speed, it would produce only a small
dent in the dominance of gas in the next decades.
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The primary energy consumption and substitution for Italy
is shown here with a 15 year OECD data base. The penetration of
nuclear energy (10% by the year 2000) is hypothetical and based
on the assumption that Italy will not be very different in that
respect from other European OECD countries.

The future appears very bright for gas reaching dominance
in the next decade. This is not contradictory with the efforts
to link Italy with the Netherlands, the Soviet Union, and North
Africa via a pipeline under the Mediterranean, but it is certain
ly beyond the rosiest plans of the gas industry.

If we assume that gas growth was "forced" up to 10% and con
sequently fit the logistic with later data and set nuclear pene
tration (improbable) as fast as gas, we reach a more acceptable
but not very different conclusion.
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The primary energy consumption data for Canada do not show
any particular pattern, except a very fast inroad of nuclear
energy, although at a relatively low level. The logistic ana
lysis reveals extremely smooth transitions, much similar to
those of Austria, with time constants of the order of 70 to 80
years.

In spite of Canadian devotion to nuclear energy, we did
draw a prudent scenario, taking about 16% nuclear in the year
2000.

In agreement with most of the world, gas appears to peak
and become dominant in the year 2000.
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The· primary energy consumption data for Japan are taken
from OECD and cover the period 1960 to 1974 for coal, oil,
natural gas, and nuclear, all expressed in million tce. Oil time
series contain consumption of crude oil and petrochemical pro
ducts.

Nuclear is just beginning. Today there are 20 GW(th) in
stalled capacity, IAEA [1977], amounting to more than 2% of
primary equivalent.
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o E C D J a pan: Primary energy substitution.

In spite of Japan's particular situation as a country with
very large and fast expanded industry linked to an almost comp
lete dependence on imports, the primary energy substitution shows
nothing very unusual.

Coal is being substituted by oil, a trend initiated after
World War II that appears to end in the nineties. The dependency
on oil is fundamental, but only a little higher than that of
France and similar to that of Italy. It starts saturating now,
as the equations could have predicted (using data before the oil
crisis!). According to the equations oil should be phased out
around 2030 with a great time lag with respect to France or Italy.

Gas enters the scene somewhat late, at the end of the six
ties; perhaps it has to be imported using the complex technology
of LNG. Perhaps for the same reason it does not seem to play
the same central role as in Europe or the US. According to the
equations it should peak around the year 2010 in consonance with
the world peak.

Nuclear is fairly hypothetical, although we have tried to
use prudently the various forecasts. The isolated point near
gas indicates the actual situation. With nuclear penetration
reaching 10% in the nineties, the rate coincides with that of
other fuels. It would then become dominant during the first half
of the next century, even if a new source is introduced around
the year 2000.

Today there are 20 GW(th) installed capacity, IAEA [1976],
amounting in terms of primary equivalent to more than a 2% share.
Additional 27.6 GW(th) are under construction and should be in
commercial operation by 1982. Another 14.7 GW(th) are planned
to be in service by 1984, IAEA [1977]. Assuming the long-term
energy consumption growth to prevail during the next decade and
a utilization factor of 75%, we have a nuclear share of about 7%
by 1984. Our scenario of the long-term nuclear penetration rate
assumes that licencing, political and construction problems will
lead to delays. Thus, we predict a 7% share 4 years later in
1988.

At the turn of the century oil, gas, and nuclear appear to
share equally the market which implies an extraordinary advance
in the technologies of transporting natural gas (or some derived
products?) overseas and a practical saturation of the electrical
market by nuclear power stations.

VJith time constants of about 40 years, the system appears
less dynamic than one could suspect.
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Computer Software Package for the Substitution Model

N. Nakicenovic

1. INTRODUCTION

This program was designed to generate the dynamics of mar

ket substitution of products and technologies. It is an inter

active program that gives prompts to the user, and the user

responds to them with parameters affecting the course of the

program execution. Input data are organized as time series, one

series per record with a logical record number and its name.

Model coefficients can be directly estimated by the program or

read from the coefficients input file. An output file can be

generated, and the results can be plotted on a linear or semi

log scale.

The program itself is designed in modules each having a

distinct function, so that it is possible to supplement addi

tional subroutines, or if necessary delete existing ones, for

some special applications.

A simplified description of the model was given in previous

sections. This manual does not go into the details of the model

and should be used in conjunction with the model description.

2. INPUT FILES

Punch: The Punch file contains the time series, their

names and logical numbers. The Punch file is compatible with

the Bank program by Norman (1977). The Bank program can create

and maintain the time series on a random file. Thus it can be

used in conjunction with the Pene program to generate, modify,

and store the Punch file. Table 3 reproduces the primary energy

inputs for the world by different primary energy sources from
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1860 to 1974 in the Punch file format with documentation. The

original data are from Schilling and Hildebrandt (1977), and

Putnam (1953).

The Punch file can be also generated directly by a simple

FORTRAN program. An example of such a program is given in

Table 1, and input cards and output in the Punch file format in

Table 2.

Coef: The coefficients file can be generated by the pro

gram Pene if the parameters are estimated or directly read by

the program from the Coef file. This file is compatible with

the Auto program by Norman (1977), which offers wider options

than the OLS estimates of the Pene program. Thus the coeffi

cients can also be read by program Pene if they were generated

either by Auto or by Pene in some previous run. An Incards file

is generated by the program Pene when the option for the esti

mation of the coefficients is used. This file can be renamed

and used as Cards file. Table 4 gives an example of a Coef

file generated from the data given in Table 3.

Cards: This input file gives the possibility of avoiding

the interactive mode of the program execution by storing the

program execution instructions on this file. An Incards file

is generated during each program execution, which can then be

renamed and used as Cards input file if a repetition or batch

like execution of a given program run should be desired. An

example of a Cards file is given in Table 5.

3. OUTPUT FILES

Output: The Output file is generated with the original data,

the coefficients and their t-tests, and the estimated values.

An example of the Output file is given in Table 6.

Incoef: When the coefficients are estimated in the program,

the Incoef file is generated; it can be renamed Coef and used

later as input file (see Table 4).
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Inca~ds: Each time the program is executed an Incards file

is generated; it can be renamed Cards and used later to control

the program execution (see Table 5).

Plotte~: The Plotter output is written to devise 77; it

can be sent either to the Plotter or to a file name (chosen by

the user) which can be displayed or plotted later. Figures 1

and 2 give an example of Plotter output using the Punch file in

Table 3 and the Cards file in Table 5.

4. PROGRAM PENE

The program was designed to be executed on the PDP 11/45

with the Unix operating system. The source code is written in

FORTRAN. IV, so that the program could be modified for implemen

tation in another system. With the exception of the plot sub

routines, most other modifications could be easily mastered.

The program Pene consists of a main program and nine subroutines.

Table 7 shows the file structure of the program Pene.

Main.f: The Main program reads the input files, generates

the output files, and controls the course of execution in

accordance with the execution parameters provided by the user.

This is illustrated by the flowchart in Table 8.

Tdatf~c.f: This subroutine converts the absolute values

of the time series competing for a market into fractional shares,

and puts them in a work matrix.

Fitlin.f: This subroutine generates OLS estimates of the

coefficients for each fractional time series and the time series

of the sum of all absolute values. The flowchart of this sub

routine is given in Table 9.

Penet~.f: This subroutine uses the estimated coefficients

and the algorithm Penetration to estimate the fractional market

shares for the period specified by the user. The flowchart of

algorithm Penetration is illustrated in Table 10.
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Testtot.f: This subroutine uses the estimated fractional

market shares and the estimated coefficients of the sum of all

absolute values to estimate the absolute market shares, and puts

them into the work matrix.

Tdattot.f: This subroutine copies the time series of the

absolute market shares (original data) to the work matrix.

Ma~func.f: This subroutine calculates the coefficients from

two given values of fractional market shares.

Plotf.f: Plots the content of the work matrix, i.e. either

the original absolute and/or original fractional market shares

or the estimated absolute and/or estimated fractional shares are

plotted.

Plotlin.f: Establishes scale, axes, and labels for all

linear plots.

Plotlog.f: Establishes scale, axes and labels for all semi

log plots.

5. INPUT LINES

In the interactive mode the program supplies the prompts

with mnemonic names for program execution parameters. The user

then assigns parameter values under the mnemonic names right

adjusted (only names and titles are left adjusted) and CR when

he is finished. If he wishes to use default values for param

eters only CR is necessary (for names, $$$, left adjusted, must

be given). This section explains the parameter values and their

meaning. Error messages are supplied preceding the prompts of

the next input line. If it is possible to correct an error the

program will neglect or repeat the input line in question.

Table 8 gives the flowchart of the program execution in response

to the parameter lines (see above under Main.f).
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A. TitZe

;'larket Penetration by 11. IJakicenovic
lIASA Version ~O.03.7d

* 6ive one-line title within this field *absolute units*

Under this prompt a title (up to 50 characteristics long)

characterizing the particular application of the model should be

given within the specified field:

To the right under *absolute units* the units of the data

under analysis should be given (centered). Appropriate conver

sion of the units should be given if the scaling option for the

data is used (see parameter exp under B. Parameter Line).

B. Parameter Line

~lt l~e tot iy no dat est ~rt par sea exp

mnemonic default value explanation

pIt

frg

tot

iy

no

o 0
-1

1
o 0

1

2

o 0

1

2

4

o integer

100 integer

TO plot
Plot but do not draw or label the
axis
No plot
semi-log plot for fractional market
shares
Linear plot for fractional market
share
Linear plot for summed fractional
shares
Semi-log plot for absolute market
share
Linear plot for absolute market
share
Linear plot for summed absolute
shares
Semi-log plot for summed absolute
shares
Initial year expressed as positive
or negative difference from 1900
Number of points (cannot be greater
than 300)



dat

est

prt

par

sea

esp

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

1
2
3
o

1
2
3
o
1

2

o
1
o

n

o
n
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Original time series as fractions
and absolute values
Only fractions
Only absolute values
No original data
Estimated market shares as
fractions and absolute values
Only fractions
Only absolute values
No estimated market shares
No output file
Output file is generated, zeros are
suppressed
Output file is generated, zeros are
not suppressed
Do not sum absolute values
Only sum of the absolute values
Time-scale of standard length
(4cm/50years)

Where n is an integer: time-scale
will be 1+n/2 times standard length
Data will be unchanged
Where n is an integer: data will be
multiplied by 10** (n)

The parameters iy and no should be used with care: iy speci

fies the beginning of the time period to be investigated, i.e.

the initial year, as the difference between this time point and

1900; e.g. 1860 would be specified as iy = -40, and 1940 as

iy = 40. no determines the end of the time period under investi

gation. The parameter value is specified as the difference in

years from the initial time point iy, excluding the year 1900;

e.g. investigation of the period 1860 to 2000 is specified by

iy = -40 and no = 140. Furthermore, no is rounded by the program

by default to the nearest half of a century (50 years). For

example, iy = -40 and no = 111 would imply the initial year 1860

and the final year 1971, however the program will by default

change no to 140 making 2000 the final year. If this option is

not desired 9000 should be added to the desired value of no; thus

no = 9111 and iy = -40 determines the interval of 1860 to 1971.

c. Parameter Line

Ii r .i. t:. e .:>e r 1 e oJ 11 U ,:1 b e r s u 11 l-i Uti C [1 f i 1 e :
1"i , I U c!. l j U ~ I j U 4 r1U ~ t I U LJ n \I '!
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Logical numbers of time series to be used in the model are

to be given under nu1 to nu? (maximum of seven separate time

serles can be entered). The program will respond by giving the

number and the names of the time series extracted from the Punch

file.

D. Parameter Line

enter ~$~ for default, values otherwise:
a efaul t iyJ nod

iyd stands for the initial year of the time series to be

used, expressed as positive or negative difference from 1900.

If the default option is used the initial year will be the first

year occurring in the time series.

The value entered for nod determines the number of observa

tions of the time series to be used. If the default option is

used all of the observations in the time series will be used.

E. Parameter Line

enter: 0 to read coef
1 La estir,late
2 to add/chan2,e

To read the model coefficients from the Coef file (see Coef

and Incoef files above), zero should be entered which leads di

rectly to G. Parameter Line. To estimate coefficients (provided

option dat = 3 in Parameter line B is not used), one should be

entered. The third option, entering two, also leads directly to

Parameter line G, but in this case a~~ coefficients are set to

zero.

F. Parameter Lines

year year nu na

If option 1 is used in E. Parameter Line the user must give

the time interval for which the coefficients are to be estimated
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by typing in the first and the last year of this interval. nu

and na stand for the logical number and the name of the time

series in question and are provided by the program. The time

intervals for different series need not be the same.

G. Parameter Lines

if you do not chan~e/add coef give $$~ under name
na"le eqn yedr fraction year fraction

This option offers the possibility of adding scenarios

about the behavior of new competitions that may not be available

in the historical data base. It can also be used to change the

estimated coefficients. The name of the competitor and its logi

cal equation number (eqn) must be given together with the two

desired fractional market shares (fraction) and the corresponding

year. $$$ is typed left-adjusted under name to go to the next

parameter line.

The exponential growth rate of the sum of all absolute values

can be changed four times throughout the estimation period by

entering total under name and 8 under eqn. year in this case

denotes the beginning year for the new growth rate, and the

growth rates should be entered under fraction (in fractional

terms). The values entered will be displayed.

H. Parameter Line

write sequence numbers for 6 equations:
1 2 345

nal na2 na3 na4 na5
6

na6
7

na7

Due to the possible changes of the coefficients in G. Param

eter Line, the user must establish a chronological order of com

petitors. n stands for the number of competitors defined by the

user in the previous steps, and nal to na7 stand for the names
•of these competitors. Directly under these names and the numbers

displayed above which denote the current chronological order,

the new sequence numbers must be given by the user.
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6. TUTORIAL EXAMPLE

The use of the program Pene is illustrated below by the

example of primary energy consumption of the world given in the

Punch file, Table 3. The Punch file containing the time series

with consumption levels of different primary energy sources in

million tons of coal equivalent between the years 1860 and 1974,

is read by the program. The model coefficients are estimated

over the whole historical period, and the file Incoef will be

automatically generated (Table 4). An alternative nuclear energy

penetration scenario is included specifying a 1% nuclear share in

1970 and a 6% share in 2000. In addition, total primary energy

growth is changed twice from the long-term historical growth rate

estimated over the period 1890 to 1950. The annual growth rate

is changed to 6% in 1955 and to 3% in 1970. The model estimates

are generated only for the historical period of 1860 to 1978.

Two plots are generated in the plotter file (Figures 1 and 2).

The first shows fractional market substitution on a linear axis

plotted ill the summed form, and the second shows the absolute

consumption levels plotted on the logarithmic axis. Incards and

Output files are also generated and reproduced in Tables 5 and 6.

In this example below, the lines marked "u" in the left

column show user input lines, other lines are program prompts.
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Market Penetration by N. Nakicenovic
IIASA Version 20.03.78

it give one-line title within this field
world - primary energy substitution

.absolute units·
oill. tee

pIt frc tot iy no dat est prt par sca exp
U 2 -509113 1 1-3

o 2 0 -50 lld 0 0 1 0 1 -3
write series numbers on punch file:
nul nu2 nu3 nu4 nu5 nu6 nu7

U 1 4 5 7 d
1 ~ 5 7 d 0 0

5 series are read from punch file to locations:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

wood pt oil nat-gas coal-totnuclear
enter $$~ for default, values otherwise:
aefault iyd nod

U$$.lj

-~u 115
enter: 0 to read coef

1 to esti!llate
2 to add/change

U 1

for this eqn
both observations explained

7

7

o

name

6

o

for 5 equations:
4 5

coal-totnuclear
2 5
2 5
is:
4 5

nat-gas nuclear

wood pt

sequence numoers
2 3

pt oil nat-gas
3 ~

j ~

sequence of equations
2 3

pt coal-tot011

year
U 1 ci 00

ldoO
year

U 1 doO
1000
year

U lobO
lObO
year

U 1 dbO
1000
year

U 1 dbu
lobO

wooo
U 1

1
new

1
wooo

year
1~7~

197~

year 2 oil
1 ~ 7 4
1')74
year 3 nat-gas
197~

197~

year 4 coal-tot
1')74
H7~

year 5 nuclear
197~

1 ~ 74
~RROR ••• 2 ooservations
therefore no statistics,

year year 0 total
u ldoO 1~50

1000 1950
if you do not change/add coef give $~$ under
name eqn year fraction year fraction

U n u c lea r 5 1 9 '{ 0 o. 0 1 2 0 0 0 O. Q 6
nuclear 5 1910 0.010000 2000 0.060000
na~e eqn year fraction year fraction

u total d 1955 0.00 1970 0.03
total 0 year growth year growth
total d 1955 0.000000 1970 0.030000
name eqn year fraction year fraction

U H~

write
1
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Table 1. Simple Fortran Program.

real*8 t,for
dimension f(300,7),t(7),for(9)

lOS format(i2)
106 format(~a8)

101 format(i4,x,a8,4i4/(ofl0.3»
100 format(5x,3h$$$115x,3h$$$/)

read (S,10S) n
read (5,106) (for(j),j=1,9)
do 3 j=l,n

3 read (5,106) t(j)
do 1 i=1,300
read (5,for,end=2) iyi,(f(i,j),j=l,n)
no=i-l
if (Lgt.l) go to 1
iy=iyi

1 continue
2 ni=iy~1900

ipl=l
i b 1=1
do <:J j=l,n
write (0,107) j,t(j),no,ni,ipl,ibl,(f(i,j),i=l,no)
continue
write (6,10tj)
stop
end
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Input and output files for the simple program.

I N PUT

,
\i'l,5lfl0.2))
total
oil
pat-<l;as
coal
nuclear
1900 4120.00
1'jol 4225.70
1902 4527.60
1\103 407'1.24
q04 5100.00
1905 5229.00
1\100 5650.04
1-'07 51392.76
19°0 5097.130
, ':i09 0292.0'1
1970 672(3.92
1971 0971.dO
1-,72 72137.50
1'113 7021.54
1974 70'j1.34

1:; 21 .00
1'102.00
1517.00
1652.00
17 oj 4.00
1921,00
2075.00
2210.00
2414.00
2611.00
2054.00
3029.00
3179.70
3426.60
3390.90

618.00
665.00
729.00
793.00
064.00
925.00

1010.00
1084.00
1162.00
1295.00
1417.00
1513.00
1503.70
1619.90
1646.10

21137.00
2157.00
2279.00
2425.00
2514.00
2374.00
2552.00
2574.00
22d 1.00
2362.00
2'127.00
2387.00
2466.90
24913.dO
2554.90

o.00
1 .76
2.60
4.24
6.00
9.68

13.84
16.76
20.88
24.64
30.92
42.80
57.28
76.24
93.44

0 U T P U T

1 total 15 60 1 1
'1120.000 '1225.700 4527.600 41374.240 51613.000 5229.6130 5650.040 5892.760
5097.000 6292.640 67213.920 6971.1300 7207.500 7621.540 7691.340

2 oil 1 '5 00 1 1
1321.000 1402.000 1517.000 1652.000 17134.000 1921.000 2075.000 2218.000
<: 41'1.00 O. 2011.000 21354.000 3029.000 3179.700 3426.600 3396.900

3 nat-gas 15 60 1 1
01d.000 005.00Q 729.000 793.000 064.000 925.000 1010.000 1084.000

1102.000 12'15.000 1417.000 1513.000 15133.700 1619.900 1640.100
'I coal 15 00 1 1

2167.000 2157.000 2279.000 2425.000 2514.000 2374.000 2552.000 2574.000
<:201.000 2302.000 2427.000 23137.000 2466.900 2498.dOO 2554.900

5 nuclear 15 60 1 1
J.OOO 1 .700 2.600 4.240 6.000 9.6dO 13.840 16.760

20.D<l0 24.040 30.920 42.600 57.280 76.240 93.440
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1 wood pt 91 -110 1 1
317.000 317.000 317.000 317.000 318.000 31/:1.000 318.000 318.000
~1O.000 3113.000 31d.000 318.000 319.000 319.000 320.000 320.000
3211.000 323.000 322.000 321.000 320.000 319.000 319.000 318.000
317.000 317.000 316.000 3111.000 313.000 311.000 310.000 308.000
jOo.OOO 307.000 304.000 302.000 301.000 299.000 297.000 296.000
~9o.000 293.000 292.000 280.000 288.000 287.000 284.000 282.000
201.000 276.000 275.000 274.000 273.000 270.000 266.000 263.000
201.000 259.000 257.000 252.000 249.000 247.000 242.000 231.000
230.000 227.000 226.000 224.000 220.000 216.000 212.000 209.000
203.000 202.000 190.000 194.000 191.000 191.000 184.000 181.000
176.000 173.000 169.000 166.000 162.000 159.000 157.000 152.000
;"9.000 1117. 000 1411.000
2 coal 115 -40 1 1
13 <: .000 140.000 139.000 149.000 162.000 172.000 181.000 194.000
192.000 199.000 20<1.000 227.000 247.000 263.000 256.000 264.000
207.000 273.000 273.000 287.000 314.000 338.000 363.000 388.000
3<;0.000 301.000 302.000 1I011.000 441.000 448.000 475.000 494.000
4~d.OOO 1107.000 509.000 536.000 552.000 577.000 606.000 667.000
701.000 710.000 73<1.000 Ci07.000 tl12.000 1158.000 926.000 1023.000
':!00.000 1Li 10.000 1057.000 1077.000 1134.000 1216.000 1086.000 1070.000

1152.000 1215.000 1195.000 1040.000 1192.000 993.000 1056.000 1208.000
1100.000 11 Ci5. 000 1177.000 12115.000 1357.000 1325.000 1217.000 1072.000
~'2. 000 '1'17.000 10~2.000 1125.000 1233.000 1291.000 1204.000 1297.000

1<117.000 1~03.000 150tl.000 1534.000 149b.000 1167.000 1215.000 1369.000
1405.000 1319.000 1'i 3 1 .000 1504.000 1490.000 14Cl9.000 1469.000 1590.000
1000.000 1733.000 1615.000 1891.000 1975.000 1938.000 2051.000 2187.000
2~00.000 2120.000 2308.000 2334.000 2035.000 2110.000 2166.000 2127.000
nOO.500 2226.600 2276.100

3 lie-coal 115 -40 1 1

2.000 2.000 2.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000
11.000 11.000 4.000 5.000 5.000 6.000 6.000 6.000
7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000 8.000 8.000 9.000 9.000
9.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 11.000 12.000 13.000 14.000

14.000 15.000 15.000 16.000 17 • 000 19.000 20.000 21.000
24.000 25.000 25.000 26.000 27.000 29.000 31.000 34.000
35.000 36.000 36.000 37.000 111.000 43.000 40.000 41.000
411.000 115.000 117.000 44.000 52.000 56.000 60.000 54.000
57.0UO 62.000 02.000 67.000 72.000 77.000 65.000 60.000
50.000 5d.000 63.000 00.000 74.000 84.000 37.000 95.000

102.000 104.000 103.000 106.000 93.000 58.000 80.000 88.000
':!0.000 107.000 127.000 131.000 145.000 148.000 164.000 178.000

100.000 196.000 20<1.000 206.000 212.000 219.000 228.000 238.000
2110.000 2<10.000 2 .. 4.000 240.000 246.000 252.000 261.000 260.000
200.1100 272.200 2n. dOD
4 oil 113 -38 1 1

1.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 1 .000 1.000 1 .000
1.000 1.000 1.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 3.000
3.000 4.000 5.000 6.000 6. 000 5.000 6.000 6.000
0.000 8.000 9.000 11.000 13.000 14.000 16.000 16.000

10.000 1v. 000 20.000 21.000 22.000 23.000 26.000 29.000
32.000 34.000 30.000 30.000 37.000 46.000 50.000 52.000
57.000 60.000 62.000 68.000 71.000 75.000 80.000 138.000
00.000 97.000 121.000 134.0()0 151.000 178.000 178.000 187.000

192.000 221.000 232.000 260.000 247.000 211 1.000 230.000 253.000
207.000 2':/0.000 31 11.000 357.000 2411.000 366.000 377.000 339.000
367.000 396.000 4511.000 1155.000 481.000 530.000 602.000 597.000
ojO.OOO 705.000 7 .. 9.000 797.000 043.000 9413.000 1026.000 1069.000

1137.000 1222.000 1321.000 1402.000 1517.000 1652.000 1704.000 1921.000
2075.000 2210.000 2414.000 2611.000 2854.000 3029.000 3179.700 3426.600
~390.~JO
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Table 3 (continued).

5 nat-gas 90 -15
3.000 ~.OOO

7,000 6.000
12.000 11.000
18.000 19.000
31.000 2~.000

"6.000 53.000
05.000 74.000

124.000 130.000
~34.000 273.000
404.000 505.000
~25.000 1010.000

1019.900 1046.100
o nydronuc 75 a

0.000 10.000
25.000 26.000
47.000 52.000
09.000 65.000
01.000 84.000

12d.000 137.000
101.000 156.000
~36.000 2~6.000

333.000 358.000
517.400 543.700
7 coal-tot 115 -40
134.000 142.000
190.000 203.000
274.000 2bO.000
399.000 391.000
~13.000 502.000
725.000 ,743.000

1003.000 1046.000
1190.000 1260.000
1245.000 1247.000
1000.000 1055.000
1519.000 1587.000
1501.000 1~20.000

1000.000 1931.000
2514.000 2j74.000
2~60.900 24~d.dOO

6 nuclear 1" 01
1.760 2.600

24.040 30.920
H'll

1 1
0.000
5.000

11. 000
20.000
30.000
58.000
79.000

145.000
31b.000
566.000

10b4.000

1 1
11. 000
31.000
53.000
74.000
67.000

140.000
1130.000
263.000
389.000
583.600

1 1
141.000
206.000
2dO.000
392.000
524.000
759.000

1093.000
1242.000
1239.000
1155.000
1611.000
1550.000
2019.000
2552.000
2554.900

1 1
4.240

42.000

7.000
6.000

12.000
21. 000
33;000
63.000
97.000

157.000
340.000
618.000

lld2.000

13.000
34.000
49.000
60.000
96.000

156.000
199.000
272.000
390.000

152.000
232.000
294.000
418.000
552.000
833.000

1114.000
1084.000
1312.000
1193.000
1640.000
1635.000
2097.000
2574.000

0.000
57.260

8.000
7.000

13.000
22.000
27 .000
78.000

1013.000
169.000
361.000
665.000

1295.000

15.000
38.000
58.000
64.000

105.000
140.000
204.000
290.000
410.000

165.000
252.000
322.000
452.000
569.000
039.000

1175.000
1244.000
1429.000
1307.000
1591.000
1635.000
21137.000
2281.000

9.680
76.2~0

9.000
13.000

15.000
23.000
31.000
79.000

104.000
176.000
382.000
729.000

1417,000

18.000
42.000
52.000
813.000

119.000
136.000
204.000
299.000
440.000

175.000
269.000
346.000
460.000
596.000
887.000

1259.000
1049.000
1402.000
1375.000
1225.000
1637,000
2157.000
2362.000

13.040
93.440

d.OOO
9.000

16.000
24.000
41.000
69.000

112.000
196.000
397.000
793.000

1513.000

21.000
40.000
58.000
85.000

120.000
145.000
207.000
310.000
452.000

H14.000
262.000
372.000
488.000
628.000
957.000

1126.000
1116.000
1282.000
1291.000
1295.000
1633.000
2279.000
2427.000

16.760

8.000
9.000

15. 000
29.000
46.000
64.000

116.000
220.000
428.000
864.000

1583.700

25.000
41.000
6il.000
80.000

127.000
153.000
222.000
318.000
481.000

197. 000
270.000
397.000
508.000
688.000

1057.000
1111.000
1262.000
1132.000
1392.000
1457.000
176d.000
2425.000
2387.000

20.1380

$
from Hildeorandt, Schilling, Peters

$

$

$
from Hildebrand t, Schi., Pet.

$
from Hildebr3.ndt, S., P.

$
Hildebrandt, Schi., Pet.

$
10-·6 tce from Hild., Schi., (lTWh=0.4tce)

1 wood pt d
world f~el wood consumption in 10-·6 tce extrapolated by Putnam

~ coa 1 ':I
world coal consumption in 10--6 tce

3 lig-coal 9
world lig-coal consumption 1n 10-·6 tce from Hildebrandt, Sch1., Pet.

" oil 9
world oil consumpticn in 10··6 tce from Hildebrandt, Schilling, Peters

:; nat-gas 9
world natural gas consumption in 10··6 tce

o nydronuc 9
world nyoro & nuclear consumption in 10·-6 tce

7 coal-tot 9
I;orld total coal consumption in 10. 01 6 tce from

o nuclear 9
worlo nuclear consumption in

~oIi.s
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Table 4. Incoef and Coef files.

~ood pt
oil
nat-gas
coal-tot
nuclear
total
:P$~

1
2

3
4

5
8

2
2
2
2
2
2

-0.03968587
0.04901962
0.04833411
0.00273743
0.19531250
0.0195b03S

74.54809570
-96.73044586
-96.530265S1

-4.88342714
-389.94517026

-37.19155936

Table 5. Incard and Cards Files.

world - primary
o -509118 0
5 '7 8 0
o 0

o 2
1 ~

~~q;

1
lcibO 19-{4
ll:lbO 1~74

lObO 1974
100u 197Ll
1660 1974
1600 1~50

nuclear
total
$$oll

1

5 1970
l:l 1955
o 0

3

0.010000
0.060000
0.000000

4

energy substitution
o 1 0 1 -3
o

2000 0.060000
1970 0.030000

o 0.000000
250 o

bill. tce
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"AR~ET PE\J!:.TRATIrHI flt N NA~ICENovIC

IIASA VE~S Ior~ ?~."3,78

,'ni:1U') - PRPIA~T EIIERGY gUASTITlITI'1N BILL., TCE

r:J~SEQVEIl v AL.'JES

YEA>? Tr,T.l.L "'00 1) PT F' UIL. F NAT-GAS F' COAL.-TOT F' I>,IUCL.EAR F'

18&0 ,~ • a 0; VI.3~ ;J • 7;'13 0013 0,2':P
11\&1 "."~

l~, J2 ~.b'll ;", 14 ",3:11'l
Ie".! ",a" ",32 lII.b'll fl.?=11 '1."012 1d,1" il.3t'17
101>3 t'. 'J 7 :/1.32 "',b7" ~.~0 el.OIil2 0,15 ,a,323
18b4 ~.t1~ ",J2 i1!,b58 0, 17 1l,3"2
181>5 J,a'l '<'.32 OI.b"" fl."''''' ill. ~Hlj) iI,l!'. 0,j'S'I
161>., ~.s~ ".3~ ~.~>32 0.\':" 0.PlIl? PI. 11\ il,3b/:)
181,7 ".5? ,~. ,~ ". b ,,,, tI.<'tl "'.0012 0.20 11.382
11'0,,11 "',<;2 ;1.32 ".", 7 0.:110 'J,e"'2 ",20 ~,381

\I>b"l '11.C;;;> 0.32 ". b,l:j ~.J~ 91."~2 0,20 0.3A'l

, 6 7" 21.53 ".32 "'. &,\3 0I.i'!71 0,"'02 ,},21 0,3</5
pl71 ~.<;'i ,,~. 32. ".577 ,I."''' ". 1li}2 <1.23 e."21
I ~ 72 ~.O:;7 ,~. :3 2 ;o.'S'S1l <',11" fl,l1Illj) 0.25 0."111
16 73 f'.'S<l ".32 '1'.5<.11

" ." 'I' 0."713 iI.27 ",,+'SI:I
187a ;>1.';8 ".3~ e.51111 ".\]11' 111."''13 0.26 0.<.IlI'l
187'; ~.<;'l \1.3c! ,1 • ., II I fl.Il'" ".0013 0.27 l1,li'Sb

Itl 7" ~-- .-.. ;' '1.32 VI. C;" r, i'I.0~ 0.(1'13 0.27 "','15 7
11177 ;.'1.""1 ;>.32 ~.533 ".00 (1.1105 0.28 0."1:12
IBHI /l."1 ;>.~2 ".5:5<' ,:1.00 0.,H''S "'.28 0."b3
111 7 '1 a.6') ".32 iII.51 Q ". ,~0 eo,I:101b 'l.2</ (/l.li75
11111,- 01."" .1. ~ ~ ,1. /1</'5 "'.'" "'.;)~tl ~.J2 ",.11<;6
I ~tll C.~7 '''.32 ".47'5 ,1.01 "'."''''1 1d,3,) ",,5Ie
18~2 ~.7:J '''.32 ""."5P. (\."" ".""''1 0.37 :11.534
I~i\~ ",.72 "'.32 ".il1l2 \). ,1\ C!. P'1ll 7 ~.,+:l ~.5'S1

IAIIU i'!.72 "'.3<! e1,1l3q ;11,"1 1:1.~Q1~ 0,110 11.553
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Table 7. File structure of the program Pene

DEV 2) DEV 2) DEV' 5 1)

PUNCH FILE iCOEF FILE ~ARDS FILE

INPUT FILES
----- ---------------- -------------- --------------------------

... "...
P R 0 G R A M P E N E . R

I I
I

-----~---------------- ------------- ---------- ---OUTPUT-PILES

dr ~. d, IIr ,Ir

DEV 77
L.)

DEV DEV DEV 6 1) DEV 2

PLOTTER INCOEF INCARD PROMPTS OUTPUT
OUTPUT FILE FILE FILE FILE

1. Cards file contains control parameters. In interactive use,

DEV 5 should be the terminal input, and prompts file should

also be sent there: DEV 6 should be the output to the ter

minal. Incards file has the same information and structure

as Cards file.

2. These files are optional and will be read or generated in

accordance with the control parameters. Incoef file has the

same structure as Coef file.
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Table 8. Flowchart of the main program: Pene

A. TITLE

ENTER TITLE

B. PARAMETER LINE

ENTER CONTROL VALUES

SPECIFY POINTS TO
BE USED FROM TIME·
SERIES

D.PARAMETER L!NE

ENTER LOGICAL
NUMBERS OF TIME
SERIES TO BE READ
FROM PUNCH FILE

C.PARAMETER LINEE.PARAMETER LINE

SPECIFY WHETHER
TO READ OR ESTI·
MATE MODEL CO
EFFICIENTS

SPECIFY CHRONOLO·
GICAL SEQUENCE OF
COMPETITORS

H.PARAMETER LINE

Ll:=EST=0.V.EST=2
L2: =DAT=0.v.DAT=2

G.PARAMETER LINE

ADD SCENARIOS ABOUT
NEW COMPETITORS ANDI
OR CHANGE HISTORICAL
TRENDS

l; = (EST=O.V.EST=l.V.DAT=O.
\i .[fAT=1

CALL PLOTLOG.F
CALL PLOTF.F
CALL PLOTLOG.F

CALL PLOTLOG.F
CALL PLOTF.F
CALL PLOTLOG.F

F.PARAMETER LINE

SPECIFY INTERVALS
FOR COEFFICIENTS
SPECIFICATION
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Table 9. Flowchart of the estimation subprogram: fitLin.f

Fitlin(Fi(t) , iyd, nod, a. , 8 .)
1 1

J.
t 2 :=iyd+1900+nod

t 1 :=iyd+1900

~
y(t) :=log[Fi (t)/(1-F i (t))]

~

- 1 E Y(t)y:= t 2-t1
*

t

1 E tt·- *.- t 2-t 1 t

.lr
- - 2a. :={E[log[F. (t)/(1-F. (t))]-y]*(t-t) }/E(t-t)

1 t 1 1 t

8 . : =y-a . *t1 1

~
1 2

var:=
t 2-t1

* E(y(t)-a.*t-8.)
t 1 1

.*/(t -t )*E(t-t)2
t/8: = 81 2 1 t

/var*Et2

a.*/E(t-E)2
t/a:=

1 t

Ivar

•
return

var is the variance of y(t)i t/a and t/8 are t-tests with

t 2-t1-2 degrees of freedom of the hypothesis a=O and 8=0.
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Table 10. Flowchart of the market substitution subprogram:
Penetr.f (algorithm penetration).

B., iyo, no)
1

t .- 1901 + iyo + no
t L := 1900 + iyo

NO

NO

NO

a. = Y'(t)
8~ =Y(t) -Y'(t)*t

J

F . (t)
J

Y (t)

NO

RETURN
------~/

YES

YES
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